CHAPTER   XII
THE TRADITIONALIST REVIVAL
I.  THE   PHILOSOPHY  OF  NATIONALISM
the Dreyfus crisis had rallied together into a common attack
on Radical democracy all those to whom the Third Republic
had proved, in some form or other, either the disappointment
of long-cherished hopesl or the confirmation of old distrusts
and hatreds. Catholics hostile to anti-clericalism, militarist
champions of the " honour of the army/' Bonapartist and
Royalist partisans  of autocracy, Boulangist believers in  a
spirited foreign policy and in a " democratic dictatorship "—
all these were not long in discovering that their common
antagonism to Dreyfus and his defenders was really based not
on an accidental and temporary coincidence of interests but
on a common view of the State, individual rights and " order."
They all felt, in the words of their future common leader,
Charles Maurras, that "anything which disturbs the public
order is an injustice, so that true justice is to respect public
order. Nobody may take upon himself the right of uf setting every-
thing in order to redress a judicial error> even were this -proved in
a way this one is not" 2 Thus the point at issue was not the guilt
or innocence of an accused individual, but the right of society
to be protected from confusion and upheaval even at the cost
of condemning an innocent man. It is on this assertion of the
safety of the State as the supreme law, overriding all considera-
tion of ethics, justice and individual rights, that the new
nationalist philosophy was to be built. " Every question," in
the words of another nationalist prophet, Maurice Barres,
" must be solved in sole relation to the interests of France, the
chief of which is self-preservation at any cost." 3 In every
1	" Qu'elle e*tait belle la Republique . . . sous 1'Empire!" (from Forain's
cartoon) had become a popular and pathetic catchword In the eighties.
2	Preface to Dutrait-Crozon's^^^^ Reinach: Histonen.
3	" Logiquement le doute devait profiter £ Paccuse veritable, c'est a dire
& I'auteur de la condamnation, la socie'te'. On devait respecter le jugement
rendu par la societe* franchise. En effet, la loi, requite, Fordre public ont un
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